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A B S T R A C T 

This research is a continuation of previous research. In previous research, the author examined the effect of the theoretical 
explanation of the Japanese adnominal clause on the learners’ understanding. However, in this research, it was discovered 
that students’ knowledge of case particles in Japanese is a key determinant of understanding Japanese adnominal clauses. In 
this research, the author tries to examine the effect of students’ understanding of case particles in Japanese through the 
concept of Kou (argument) in verbs. In line with previous research, in this research, the author also tries to bridge the 
theoretical concepts of linguistics so that they can be applied to Japanese language learning in the classroom. In this research, 
the author took 20 second-year students as a sample and divided them into two groups. In the experimental group, the author 
used the Focus on Form (FoF) method to teach the concept of the verb “argument” so that students could determine the 
correct Japanese case particles. Meanwhile, in group control, they only do pattern practice exercises like a normal class. The 
test analysis results of the two groups after attending the experimental class did not show any significant differences. In future 
research, it is necessary to look at the long-term influence of applying linguistic theory in the classroom. 
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INTRODUCTION 

This research is developed based on the results of 
the experiment conducted in Maarif (2021). Maarif 
(2021) attempted to help Indonesian Japanese 
learners understand adnominal modifier clauses by 
using the concept of uchi soto or ‘inside/outside 
relations’. The results showed that the test was 
somewhat successful in determining the 

relationship between inside and outside. However, 
it was found that in sentences with internal 
relations, learners did not perform well on 
returning the head noun to the main clause. There 
were many errors in case particles and clauses. In 
other words, it is found that it is important to 
establish an understanding of case particles and 
clauses before helping students understand 
adnominal modifier clauses. Based on the 
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experimental results of Maarif (2021), this study 
attempted an experiment to help learners 
understand case particles. 

Case particles express the grammatical 
relationship between a noun and a predicate in a 
sentence (Iori, 2012). For example, in the example 
sentence below, the three independent words 太郎 
“Taro” (Taro), 花子 “Hanako” (Hanako), and 殴っ
た “nagutta” (hit) are expressed by adding the case 
particles が “ga” and を “wo” as shown in example 
(1), so that 太郎  “Taro” becomes the 作主 
“dousashu” (action subject) and 花子  “Hanako” 
expresses the grammatical meaning of 対 象 
“taishou” (target). 

 
(1) 太郎が花子を殴った。 

Taro ga Hanako wo nagutta. 
Taro hit Hanako. 

(2)	 a. 昨日、公園で太郎が殴った。 
b. 昨日、公園で花子を殴った。 
c. 昨日、公園で太郎が花子を殴った。 
a. Kinou, kouen de Taro ga nagutta. 
b. Kinou, kouen de Hanako wo nagutta. 
c. Kinou, kouen de Taro ga Hanako wo nagutta. 
a. Taro hit me in the park yesterday. 
b. Yesterday, I hit Hanako in the park. 
c. Taro hit Hanako in the park yesterday. 

 
Case particles are considered to be items that 

learners are likely to make mistakes even when 
they become advanced learners, even though they 
have learned them from the beginner level. One 
reason for this is thought to be that one particle has 
multiple roles. The conditions for which particles 
to use in which situations are explained in class. 
However, it is thought that learners may get 
confused due to a large number of conditions and 
may make mistakes when producing them. 
Therefore, this research uses the linguistic concept 
of 項 “kou” (argument) to help learners understand 
case particles, and it is thought that they may be 
able to produce case particles more accurately. 

When there is no premise, example sentence (2) 
a and b do not work as a sentence because we do 
not know who Taro hit in a, and who hit Hanako 
in b. The above example sentence (2) c is valid as a 
sentence because c has all the information needed 
to understand the sentence. As shown in example 
sentence (2) c, for the predicate verb “to hit” to be 
valid in a sentence, information on “who (actor)” 
and “to whom (object)” is essential. This essential 
information is called “argument”. On the other 

hand, information such as  昨 日  “kinou” 
(yesterday) and 公園で “kouen de” (in the park) can 
be considered as a sentence even if it does not 
appear in the sentence as in the example sentence 
(1), so it is not considered to be  

The concept of “argument” is considered to be 
quite difficult for learners, so it probably won’t be 
taught in class. However, in this experiment, when 
thinking about Japanese verbs, the class will have 
students refer to the meaning and grammar of 
Indonesian and think about the necessary 
“argument”. 

LITERATURE REVIEW 

Multiple Meanings of Case Particles 

Many studies have been conducted on the 
acquisition of Japanese case particles. Among 
them, Oka (2007) analyzed the polysemous 
meanings of case particles from the perspective of 
cognitive linguistics and proposed a semantic 
network schema for the case particles ni, wo, de, and 
ga. It states that the prototype meaning of each case 
particle has been extended to various usages, as 
listed in Table 1. 

Table 1: Oka (2007)’s prototypical meaning of case 
particles. 

Case particle Prototype Meaning 

“ni” case 
Person to give and receive 

Point of movement 
Place of existence 

“wo” case Subject 
Route 

“de” case Place usage 
Usage of things 

“ga” case 
Action subject: nominative 

Target: objective case 
Exclusion 

 
Although Oka’s (2007) analysis from the 

perspective of cognitive linguistics is very 
interesting, it is considered to be extremely difficult 
for learners who are learning Japanese as a second 
language. Advanced learners who have studied or 
are interested in linguistics will be aware of the 
variety of different uses of case particles and will 
not be able to provide an explicit explanation of 
how they extend from the prototypical meaning of 
case particles. However, it is too difficult for 
elementary and intermediate level learners. 
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In this study, by introducing the concept of 項
kou “argument”, which is less difficult, in the 
actual class, learners will be able to influence the 
production of case particles. 

Focus on Form (FonF) 

The concept of Focus on Form (FonF) was 
proposed by Long (1988). Fundamentally, FonF 
refers to the shift of the learner’s limited attention 
to linguistic codes during comprehension or 
production recognition in meaning-centered 
second language acquisition settings（Long & 
Robinson, 1998). 

Besides FonF, there are also Focus on Meaning 
(FonM) and Focus on FormS (FonFS). Although 
the names are very similar, FonFS is like a 
traditional grammar or structure syllabus, where 
learners learn the grammar of a language little by 
little It is said that learners using this method had 
good language proficiency, but lacked language 
fluency. On the other hand, FonM is often used in 
learning methods such as immersion, which allows 
learners to acquire fluency at an early stage, but it 
is said that it takes time for learners to acquire the 
characteristics of the language (Koyanagi, 2004). 

An important point in FonF is to consider the 
use of language in actual communication. In other 
words, the main premise is to develop both the 
character and fluency of the language. for that 
purpose, it becomes essential for learners to 
discover and analyze the relationship between 
language form and meaning. 

In this study, we conducted an experimental 
class in which we had students think about the 
terms that each verb requires based on the meaning 
of Japanese verbs in Indonesian, and then generate 
case particles so that the terms express the 
appropriate relationship. In other words, this 
research tried to incorporate FonF’s method into 
my classes by paying attention to the necessary 
language codes to convey the meaning of verbs 
correctly. 

METHOD 

Subject of Experiment 

The survey for this study was conducted in an 
experimental class on July 20, 2022. The survey 
was scheduled to target students with Japanese 
Language Proficiency Test N3, but the exam was 

not held due to the coronavirus pandemic. As a 
result, many students were unable to take the exam 
and were unable to master N3. Taking this into 
consideration, the subjects for the experiment were 
20 second-year students majoring in Japanese at an 
Indonesian university. The 20 subjects were 
divided into two groups, an experimental group 
and a control group, each with 10 people. 

Tests were administered before and after the 
experimental class. The test consists of two types 
of questions with a total of 35 points. For question 
1 (10 questions x 2 points), the task is to look for 
misused case particles and correct them by 
marking the correct ones with an O and the 
incorrect ones with an X. Question 2 (15 questions 
x 1 point) is to include the correct case particle in 
the sentence. 

The type and number of required items will be 
set similarly for the pre-class and post-class tests. 
However, in the follow-up class, taking into 
consideration the test results before and after the 
class, we asked a larger number of が “ga” に “ni” 
questions in question 1 (5 questions). Table 2 
below contains the required types and numbers of 
class tests. 

Table 2: Required types and numbers of class tests. 

 が  
“ga” 

がを 
“ga 
wo” 

がに  
“ga 
ni” 

がと 
“ga 
to” 

がにを 
“ga ni 
wo” 

Question 
1 

2 3 2 1 2 

Question 
2 2 5 3 2 3 

 
Grouping was done based on the results of the 

pre-class test, adjusting subjects with high and low 
scores so that each group had the same average 
score. After dividing the students into groups 
according to Table 3 below, classes were given to 
each group. The experimental group was given an 
explicit explanation of the concept of “argument” 
by comparing it with Indonesian, while the control 
group was given only a lesson on traditional 
particle pattern practice. Classes for both groups 
were conducted online using Zoom Meeting. 
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Table 3:  Grouping of  Subjects. 

 Subject 
Japanese 

Level 

Number of 
correct 
answers 

Average 
Number of 
incorrect 
answers 

Average 

 
Experimental group 

1 N4 28 

28 

7 

7 

2 N4 33 2 
3 - 29 6 
4 - 30 5 
5 N4 24 11 
6 - 31 4 
7 - 31 4 
8 - 25 10 
9 - 27 8 
10 N5 22 13 

 
Control group 

1 - 28 

28 

7 

7 

2 - 31 4 
3 - 31 4 
4 N5 33 2 
5 - 29 6 
6 - 26 9 
7 N4 28 7 
8 N5 33 2 
9 - 24 11 
10 - 17 18 

Class Flow for Experimental Group 

1. In the experimental group’s class, the students 
first learned that sentences consist of a subject, 
an object, and a predicate, and we focused on 
verb-predicate sentences. 

2. After that, they looked at intransitive and 
transitive predicate sentences, identified the 
necessary elements for each to become a 
sentence, and introduced the concept of 
“argument”. 

3. We introduced the types of essential argument 
and optional argument and confirmed the case 
particles used there. 

4. The role of case particles in expressing the 
relationship between nouns and predicates was 
explicitly explained and contrasted with the 
Indonesian concept. 

5. In Indonesian, the concept of expressing the 
relationship between nouns and predicates is 
explicitly explained using word order and 
affixes. 

6. Use the meanings of the verbs, think about the 
necessary argument, and look at examples of 一
項動詞 “Ichi kou doushi” (unary verbs)・二項動
詞 “Ni kou doushi” (binary verbs)・三項動詞 
“Sankou doushi”  (ternary verbs). 

7. Exercise 1 
In Exercise 1, all participants think about the 

necessary argument based on the meaning of 
the verb. The verbs used are 暖まる “atatamaru” 
(to warm), ふれる “fureru” (to touch), 産む 
“umu” (to give birth to), 驚く “odoroku” (to be 
surprised), and 映す “utsusu” (to reflect). 

8. Exercise 1 
In Exercise 2, we divided verbs of the same type 
among the 36 verbs into the categories of unary, 
binary, and ternary verbs. Below are the verbs 
used for each type. 
a. 一項動詞 “Ichikou doushi” (Unary verb)	  
降る “Furu” (fall), 燃える “moeru” (burn), 
沈む  “shizumu” (sink), 延びる  “nobiru” 
(extend),  壊れる “kowareru” (break), 流れる 
“nagareru” (flow), 破れる “yabureru” (tear), 
助かる  “tasukaru” (be saved), 苦しむ 
“kurushimu” (suffer), 困る  “ komaru” (be 
troubled) 

b. 二項動詞 “Nikou doushi” (Binary verb)	  
ga―wo:壊す “kowasu” (to break), 取る “toru” 

(take), 破る “yaburu” (to tear), 助け
る “tasukeru” (help), 失う “ushinau” 
(lose), 燃やす “moyasu” (burn), 叩
く “ tataku” (hit),  延ばす “nobasu” 
(to extend). 

ga―ni: 似合う “Niau” (suit), 着く “tsuku” 
(arrive), 間に合う “maniau” (be on 
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time), 衝突する  “shoutotsu suru” 
(collide), 謝 る  “ayamaru” 
(apologize), 入る “hairu” (enter), 加
わる “kuwawaru” (join), 乗る “noru” 
(ride) 

ga―to: 付き合う “Tsukiau” (get along), 別
れる “wakareru” (break up), 異なる 
“kotonaru” (differ), 争う  “arasou” 
(fight) 

c. 三項動詞 “Sankou doushi” (Ternary Verbs)	  
届ける “Todokeru” (deliver), 送る “okuru” 
(send), あげる “ageru” (give), 貼る “haru” 
(paste), 加 え る  “kuwaeru” (add), 運ぶ 
“hakobu” (carry)   

Class Flow for Control Group 

In the control group, we did not particularly 
explain concepts related to terms, and the class 
focused on traditional particle pattern exercises. 
Below is the exercise pattern. 
1. Pattern 1: Look at pictures and practice making 

correct sentences. 
2. Pattern 2: Practice filling in blank spaces with 

correct verbs. 
3. Pattern 3: Practice inserting the correct case 

particle into the blank part of the sentence. 
4. Patterns 1-3 were performed twice. 
5. Pattern 4: Practice choosing intransitive and 

transitive verbs to form correct sentences (two-
choice questions). 
As mentioned above, the experimental group 

was given an explicit explanation of the concept of 
“argument” and a comparison with Indonesian, 
whereas the control group was taught only 

conventional particle pattern practice. After the 
lesson, both groups were given a post-class test. 

For the post-class test, we tried to choose words 
that were similar in meaning to the words used in 
the practice. For example, using the word 壊す 
“kowasu” (destroy) during practice, and used the 
word 破壊する “hakai suru” (to destroy) during the 
post-class test. 

The post-class test was conducted as homework 
to be submitted the next day after completing the 
online class. 

A follow-up class was held three weeks later 
based on the pre-class and post-class test scores and 
comparison results. The follow-up class consisted 
of checking the answers to the post-class test, and 
the students were given test questions after the 
follow-up class and were told to submit them the 
next day. 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

Table 4 shows the test results (out of 35 points) for 
20 subjects. “Pre” represents the pre-class test 
results, “Post” represents the post-class test results, 
and “Follow” represents the follow-up class test 
results. These results showed that the control group 
performed better on the post-class test than the 
experimental group. The average of the control 
group was found to be 32 points compared to the 
experimental group’s average of 31 points. 
Interviews and tests were conducted in a follow-up 
class three weeks after the post-class test. As a 
result, the experimental and control groups 
obtained the same average score of 30 points.  

Table 4: Test scores for pre-class, post-class, and follow-up classes. 

Experimental 
group 

Pre Post Follow Average  Control Group Pre Post Follow Average 

1 28 35 33 32  1 28 29 26 28 

2 33 35 32 33  2 31 35 29 32 

3 29 32 30 30  3 31 33 32 32 

4 30 32 33 32  4 33 35 33 34 

5 24 30 31 28  5 30 32 30 31 

6 31 28 32 30  6 26 35 32 31 

7 31 33 34 33  7 28 25 31 28 

8 25 25 22 24  8 33 33 28 31 

9 27 24 24 25  9 24 30 28 27 

10 22 31 27 27  10 17 28 30 25 

Average 28 31 30   Average 28 32 30  
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In addition, this study found that by 
introducing the concept of “argument”, learners 
were able to understand and produce case particles 
better than in conventional pattern practice. In 
other words, we hypothesized that there would be 
a significant difference between the experimental 
group and the control group. The most commonly 
used statistical method to test hypotheses is P-value 
testing. 

To prove that there is a difference between the 
experimental group and the control group, First, 
we hypothesize that there is no difference between 
the experimental group and the control group, and 
use the null hypothesis to prove that hypothesis 
wrong. By rejecting the hypothesis that there is no 
difference, we can prove that there is a difference. 

If there is significance between the 
experimental group and the control group, the P 
value is <0.1. To calculate the P value, we entered 
the data in Microsoft Excel and used a data 
analysis tool called “t-test: Two-sample test 
assuming equal variance”. The T-test examines 
whether there is a difference between the average 
values of the two data groups (Shimada & Noguchi, 
2017). 

A T-test was performed on the results of the 
post-class test and follow-up class test to determine 
the P value. As a result, the P values were found to 
be 0.54 and 0.95, as shown in Tables 5 and 6. Both 
P values are >0.1, meaning there is no significant 
difference between the experimental and control 
groups. 

The test result data showed that there was no 
significant difference between the experimental 
group and the control group, so the hypothesis of 
this study could not be proven. 

Table 5: Post-class P value. 

	  Variable 1 Variable 2 
Average 30.50 31.50 
Distribution 14.50 11.61 
Number of observations 10.00 10.00 
Pooled distribution 13.06  

Difference from 
Hypothetical mean 0.00  

Degree of freedom 18.00  

t  -0.62  

P(T<=t) one side 0.27  

t boundary value one 
side 

1.33  

P(T<=t) both sides 0.54  

t boundary value on 
both sides 

1.73 	  

 

Table 6: Follow-up class P Value. 

	  Variable 1 Variable 2 
Average 29.80 29.90 
Distribution 16.84 4.77 
Number of observations 10.00 10.00 
pooled distribution 10.81  

Difference from 
Hypothetical mean 

0.00  

Degree of freedom 18.00  

t  -0.07  

P(T<=t) one side 0.47  

t boundary value one 
side 1.33  

P(T<=t) both sides 0.95  

t boundary value on 
both sides 1.73 	  

 

Pre-Class Test Result Analysis 

Tables 7 and 8 show the number of people who 
gave incorrect answers to questions in pre-class 
tests’ question 1 and question 2 (frequency of 
incorrect answers). 

In pre-class test question 1 (questions that look for 
misuse), the ones with the highest frequency of 
incorrect answers were number 3 in the experimental 
group and number 9 in the control group. Question 
number 3 is 友達が朝の授業を出ませんでした 
“Tomodachi ga asa no jugyou wo demasen deshita” (My 
friend didn’t come to class in the morning). The case 
particle in question 3 is incorrect, so the correct 
answer is × and を→に “wo → ni”. However, in the 
experimental group, four students answered 〇, and 
two students who answered × also corrected the 
wrong case particles, such as を→が “wo → ga”  and 
を→で “wo → de”. Question number 9 is 信号が壊
れて、警察を困りました  “Shingou ga kowarete, 
keisatsu o komarimashita” (The traffic lights were 
broken and the police were in trouble). The case 
particle is incorrect, so the correct answer is × and を
→が “wo → ga”. However, in the control group, there 
was one student who answered 〇, and three students 
who answered × also used the wrong case particles as 
を→に “wo → ni” and corrected the wrong case 
particle (wo → to) instead of を→が “wo → ga”.  

In pre-class test question 2 (questions that 
include case particles), the frequency of incorrect 
answers increased, and the highest frequency of 
incorrect answers was in questions 10 and 12. 

Question number 10 is彼が友達（	 	 ）紙飛
行機（	 	 ） 飛ばした “kare ga tomodachi (     ) 
kami hikouki (      ) tobashita” (He flew a paper 
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airplane to his friend), and the correct answer isに 
“ni” and を “wo”. However, in the experimental 
group, 3 subjects answered の “no”, を “wo”, and 
4 subjects answered と “to” and を “wo”, making a 
total of 7 subjects answered wrong. 

The test subject’s answer wasの “no”, を “wo”,
と  “to”, and を  “wo” because there is a 友達 
“tomodachi” (friend) as “person”. This answer is 
not wrong in the context, but in this study, it was 
counted as an incorrect answer because it was set 
to represent the destination. This question is a 
shortcoming of this study, and it would have been 
better to use words that expressed the destination, 
such as 隣のビル “Tonari no biru” (building next 
door) rather than 友達 “tomodachi” (friend). 

Question number 12 is きのう、電車で私
（	 	 ）元彼女（	 	 ）出会った “Kinou, densha 

de watashi (     )  motokano (     )  deatta” (Yesterday, 
I met my ex-girlfriend on the train), and the correct 
answer is が”ga” and に “ni”. However, in the 
experimental group, many people answered が “ga” 
and と  “to”. Also, in the control group, many 
students answered の “no” and に “ni”. In this 
question, 私 （の ）元 彼女 （に ）出 会 っ
た”Watashi (no) kanojo (ni) deatta” (met my ex-
girlfriend) is considered to be correct given the 
context, but since this survey is asking for が “ga”, 
it was judged as an incorrect answer. 

In the pre-class test, students have not yet taken 
the experimental class, so as mentioned above, 
students may interpret the question sentences in 
various ways.

Table 7: Number of  incorrect answers to pre-class test question 1. 

No Question 
Correct 
Answer 

Experimental 
group 

Control 
Group 

Total 

1 
降る “Furu” (Fall) 〇 0 1 1 
が “ga” が (ga) 0 1 1 

2 
割る “Waru” (Divide) × 0 1 1 
に “ni” を (wo) 0 1 1 

3 
出る “Deru” (Come out) × 4 1 5 
を “wo” に (ni) 6 1 7 

4 
入院する “Nyuuin suru” (Hospitalized) 〇 1 1 2 
に “ni” に (ni) 1 1 2 

5 
取る “Toru” (Take) × 1 1 2 
に “ni” を (wo) 1 1 2 

6 
延ばす “Nobasu” (Extend) 〇 1 0 1 
を “wo” を (wo) 1 0 1 

7 
送る “Okuru” (Send) 〇 1 0 1 

がをに “ga wo ni” 
がをに (ga wo 

ni) 
1 0 1 

8 
喧嘩する “Kenka suru” (Fight) × 1 0 1 
を “wo” と 2 2 4 

9 
困る “Komaru” (in trouble) × 0 1 1 
を “wo” が (ga) 0 4 4 

10 
運ぶ  “Hakobu” (Carry) 〇 0 0 0 

がにを “ga ni wo” 
がにを (ga ni 

wo) 
0 0 0 

Question 1 subtotal 21 17 38 
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Table 8: Number of  incorrect answers to pre-class test question 2. 

No Question 
Correct 
Answer 

Experimental 
group 

Control 
Group 

Total 

1 作る “Tsukuru” (Make) がを “ga wo” 2 2 4 
2 咲く “Saku” (Bloom) が “ga” 0 1 1 
3 汚れる “Yogoreru” (Get dirty) が “ga” 3 3 6 
4 汚す “Yogosu” (Pollute) を”wo” 1 1 2 
5 戦う “Tatakau” (Fight) がと “ga to” 3 5 8 
6 攻撃する “Kougeki suru” (Attack) がを “ga wo” 2 6 8 
7 参加する “Sanka suru” (Participate) がに “ga ni” 4 3 7 
8 送る “Okuru” (Send) にを “ni wo” 4 6 10 
9 売る “Uru” (Sell) がを “ga wo” 4 4 8 

10 飛ばす “Tobasu” (Fly) にを “ni wo” 7 6 13 
11 からかう “Karakau” (Tease) がを “ga wo” 5 3 8 
12 出会う “Deau” (Meet) がに “ga ni” 9 4 13 
13 ぶつかる “Butsukaru” (Collide) がに “ga ni” 3 4 7 
14 あげる “Ageru” (Give) にを “ni wo” 0 0 0 
15 わかれる “Wakareru” (To part) がと “ga to” 2 4 6 

Question 2 subtotal 49 52 101 
Question 1 and Question 2 total 70 69 139 

      
 

Post-Class Test Result Analysis 

Tables 9 and 10 show the number of people who 
gave incorrect answers to questions in question 1 
and question 2 after class (frequency of incorrect 
answers), respectively. 

In post-class test question 1 (questions that look 
for misuse), questions 1, 2, and 7 were answered 
incorrectly most frequently by 7, 9, and 5 students. 

The first question is 赤ちゃんがお母さんの手
に握っている “Akachan ga okaasan no te ni nigitte 
iru” (The baby is holding the mother’s hand). The 
case particle is incorrect, so the correct answer is × 
and the correct particle is に→を “ni → wo”. For 
this question, the experimental group (5 students) 
answered incorrectly more frequently than the 
control group (2 students). As a result of follow-up 
interviews, it was found that because the subjects 
learned in class that the case particle “ni” expresses 
contact, they overgeneralized that the verb 握る 
“Nigiru” (hold) also expresses contact. Care must 
be taken when handling the explanation in 
linguistic theory that に  “ni” case represents 
“contact” in educational settings, and a more 
specific explanation is considered necessary.  

Question number 2 is 弟が国の大事なプロジ
ェクトを参加しました “Otouto ga kuni no daijina 
purojekuto wo sankashimashita” (My younger 
brother took part in an important national project). 
The case particle is incorrect, so the correct answer 

is ×, and the correct particle isを→に “wo → ni”. 
However, 9 students answered 〇, with 5 students 
in the experimental group and 4 students in the 
control group. Even though the experimental 
group learned verbs with the same meaning, such 
as 加える“kuwaeru” (add), 加わる  “kuwawaru” 
(join), and 参 加 す る “sankasuru” (take 
part/participate), the reason that it is still incorrect 
may be because each verb is recognized as a 
different thing. 

Question number 7 is 桃太郎が鬼ヶ島で鬼を
戦う “Momotarou ga onigashima de oni o tatakau” 
(Momotaro fights demons on Onigashima). Since 
the case particle is incorrect, the correct answer is 
×, which means を→と “wo → to”. This question 
uses a verb with the same meaning as question 
number 8 喧嘩する “kenkasuru” (fight) in the pre-
class test, and when comparing the two, it was 
found that the frequency of incorrect answers 
increased. In addition, subject number 6 in the 
experimental group answered correctly in the pre-
class test but answered incorrectly in the post-class 
test. In the control group, it was confirmed that 
subjects 5, 7, and 9 were no longer able to do it after 
class. As confirmed in the follow-up interview, 
number 6 in the experimental group incorrectly 
interpreted the verb 戦う”tatakau” (to fight) as 攻
撃する “kougeki suru” (to attack) in Indonesian. 
Since it is a transitive verb, they thought the 
required term was を “wo” instead of と “to”. In 
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addition, subjects 5, 7, and 9 in the control group 
also said that を “wo” was correct because 戦う 
“tatakau” (to fight) is a transitive verb. In both 
groups, the answer was incorrect due to the 

generalization of transitive verbs. Table 11 
contains a comparison of incorrect answers for pre-
class test question 1, number 8, and post-class test 
question 1, number 7. 

Table 9: Number of  incorrect answers to post-class test question 1. 

No Question Correct Answer 
Experimental 

group 
Control 
Group 

Total 

1 
握る “Nigiru” (Hold) × 5 2 7 
に “ni”  を “wo” 5 2 7 

２ 
参加  “Sanka” (Take part) × 5 4 9 
を “wo”  に “ni” 5 4 9 

3 
吹く “Saku” (Bloom) 〇 0 0 0 
が “ga”  が “ga” 0 0 0 

4 
入室する “Nyuushitsu” (enter the room) 〇 1 0 1 
に “ni”  に “ni” 1 0 1 

５ 
破壊する “Hakai suru” (Destroy) × 2 0 2 
に “ni” を “wo” 2 0 2 

6 
延長する “Enchou suru” (Extend) 〇 1 1 2 
を “wo” を “wo” 1 1 2 

７ 
戦う “Tatakau” (Fight) × 1 4 5 
で “de” と “to” 1 4 5 

８ 
出す “Dasu” (Put out) 〇 4 0 1 
がをに “ga wo ni” がをに “ga wo ni” 4 0 1 

９ 
移動する “Idou suru” (Moving) 〇 0 0 0 
がにを “ga ni wo” がにを “ga ni wo” 0 0 0 

10 混乱する “Konran suru” (Get confusing) × 0 2 2 
 を “wo” が “ga” 0 3 3 

Question 1 subtotal 38 27 59 

Table 10: Number of incorrect answers to post-class test question 2. 

No 
 

Question 
Correct 
Answer 

Experimental 
group 

Control 
Group 

Total 

1 倒す “Taosu” (Knock down) がを “ga wo” 0 0 0 
2 焼く“Yaku” (To burn) がを“ga wo” 0 0 0 
3 倒れる“Taoreru” (Fall down) が“ga” 0 0 0 
4 喧嘩する“Kenka suru” (Quarrel) がと“ga to” 0 0 0 
5 散る“Chiru” (Scatter) が“ga” 0 0 0 

6 つれていく“Tsurete iku” (To take 
someone) 

にを“ni wo” 1 2 3 

7 いじめる “Ijimeru” (Bully) がを“ga wo” 4 2 6 
8 投げる “Nageru” (Throw) にを“ni wo” 0 0 0 
9 渡す “Watasu” (Hand over) にを“ni wo” 0 0 0 
10 出る“Deru” (Come out) がに“ga ni” 1 0 1 
11 買う“Kau” (Buy) がを“ga wo” 0 0 0 
12 ほめる”Homeru” (Compliment) がを“ga wo” 5 2 7 
13 離婚する“Rikon suru” (Divorce) がと“ga to” 0 1 1 
14 巡り合う“Meguriau” (To meet by chance) がに“ga ni” 0 0 0 
15 当たる“Ataru” (hit) がに“ga ni” 2 1 3 

Question 2 subtotal 13 8 21 
Total 51 35 80 
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Table 11: Comparison of incorrect answers for pre-class test question 1, number 8 (喧嘩する “Kenka suru” (Quarrel)) 
and post-class test question 1, number 7 (戦う “Tatakau” (Fight)). 

 
Overall, the post-class test question 2 (questions 

involving case particles) was better than the pre-
class test. Here we see the highest frequency of 
incorrect answers for numbers 12 and 7, with 7 and 
6 students respectively. 

Question number 12 is太郎くん（	 	 ）花子
ちゃん（	 	 ）ほめました “Taro kun (   ) Hanako-
chan (    ) homemashita” (Taro-kun praised Hanako-
chan), and the correct answer are が “ga” and を 
“wo”. For this question, the experimental group (5 
students) answered incorrectly more frequently 
than the control group (2 students). Most of the 
incorrect answers were が “ga” and に “ni”, and as 
a result of confirming this in the follow-up 
interview, it was found that students chose  二格 
“ni kaku” (ni case) because they thought “Hanako 
chan” was the arrival point of ほめる“Homeru” 
(Praise). In other words, it can be said that in this 

question as well, the subjects in the experimental 
group overgeneralized the meaning of  到着点 
“touchakuten” (point of arrival) in 二格 “ni kaku” (ni 
case) that they had learned in class. 

Question number 7 is 弟（	 	 ）妹（	 	 ）
いじめる “Otouto (     ) imouto (     ) ijimeru” (brother 
teases sister), and the correct answer are が “ga” 
and を “wo”. The frequency of incorrect answers 
for questions was higher in the experimental group 
(4 students) than in the control group (2 students). 
Also, in this question, as with question number 12, 
the student’s incorrect answer was が “ga” and に 
“ni”, and it is thought that the student 
overgeneralized by thinking that the younger sister 
was the arrival point of “teasing”.  

Table 12 below is incorrect answers for post-
class test question 2 number 7 and number 12.

Table 12: Incorrect answers for post-class test question 2 number 7 (いじめる “Ijimeru” (Tease)) and number 12 (ほめ
る “Homeru” (Praise)). 

 
Follow-Up Class Test Result Analysis 

A follow-up class was conducted because the 
experimental group’s results were not significantly 
different from the control group in the post-class 
test. In the follow-up class, the participants’ 

answers to the post-class test were reviewed to 
confirm their understanding. After that, tests were 
conducted and the results are shown in Tables 13 
and 14. 
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In follow-up class, question 1, questions 5, 8, 
and 10 had the highest frequency of incorrect 
answers with 5, 12, and 11 students. 

 

 
 
 

Table 13: Follow-up class question 1 test incorrect answer frequency (people). 

No Question Correct Answer 
Experimental 

group 
Control 
Group 

Total 

1 
追う “Ou” (pursue) 〇 1 0 1 
を “wo” を “wo” 1 0 1 

2 
もらう “Morau” (to receive) 〇 0 0 0 
がにを “ga ni wo” がにを “ga ni wo” 0 0 0 

3 
治る “Naoru” (Heal) × 0 0 0 
を “wo” が “ga” 0 0 0 

4 
くっつく”Kuttsuku” (To stick to) × 1 2 3 
 を “wo” に “ni” 1 2 3 

5 
挑戦する “Chousen suru” (To challenge) 〇 3 2 5 
に “ni” に”ni” 3 2 5 

６ 
浮かぶ “Ukabu” (To float) 〇 0 1 1 
に “ni” に”ni” 0 1 1 

7 
似ている “Niteiru” (Resemble) × 1 0 1 
を “wo” に “ni”/と “to”  1 0 1 

8 
賛成する “Sansei suru” (Agree) × 6 6 12 
を “wo” に “ni” 6 6 12 

9 
探す “Sagasu” (Search) 〇 0 0 0 
を “wo” を “wo” 0 0 0 

10 離れる “Hanareru” (Apart) × 4 4 8 
 に “ni” と “to” 7 4 11 

Question 1 subtotal 35 30 65 

Table 14: Follow-up class question 2 test incorrect answer frequency (people). 

No Question Correct Answer 
Experimental 

group 
Control 
Group 

Total 

1 叫ぶ “Sakebu” (Shout) が “ga” 0 0 0 
2 利用する “Riyou suru” (Use) がを “ga wo” 1 3 4 
3 捕まる “tsukamaru” (Get caught) がに “ga ni” 1 0 1 
4 建てる”Tateru” (Build) がを “ga wo” 0 0 0 
5 現れる”Arawareru” (Appear) が”ga” 0 0 0 
6 会談する”Kaidan suru” (Discussion) がと”ga to” 1 1 2 
7 招待する”Shoutai suru” (Invite) がを”ga wo” 1 1 2 
8 殴る”Naguru” (Hit) がを”ga wo” 3 0 3 

9 
つれていく”Tsurete iku” (To take 
someone) 

にを”ni wo” 1 1 2 

10 返す “Kaesu” (Return) にを”ni wo” 0 1 1 
11 受かる”Ukaru” (Pass) がに”ga ni” 0 1 1 
12 批判する”Hihan suru” (Criticize) がを”ga wo” 0 0 0 
13 勝負する”Shoubu suru” (Compete) がと”ga to” 1 0 1 
14 挑む “Idomu” (Challenge) がに”ga ni” 5 9 14 
15 与える “Ataeru” (Give) をに “wo ni” 3 2 5 

Question 2 subtotal 17 19 36 
Total 52 49 101 

In question number 5, The case particle in 
question 妹が東京大学の試験に挑戦する 
“Imouto ga Tokyo daigaku no shiken ni chousen suru” 

(My sister will take the Tokyo University exam) is 
correct, so the correct answer is 〇. In this question, 
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many subjects answered with ヲ格 “wo kaku” (wo 
case) because they were drawn to the transitivity of 
the verb 挑戦する “chousen suru” (to challenge). 

In question number 8, the case particle in お父
さんが留学を賛成してくれました “Otousan ga 
ryuugaku o sansei shite kuremashita” (My father 
agreed for me to study abroad) is incorrect, so the 
correct answer is ×, which meansを→に “wo → 
ni”. However, both the experimental group (6 
students) and the control group (six students) 
answered yes. In this problem, the students likely 
focused on the transitive verb 賛成する”Sansei suru” 
(agree) and did not realize that 二格”ni kaku” (ni 
case) was a necessary conjunction. 

In question number 10, the case particle in子
どもがお母さんに離れて、くらしています 
“Kodomo ga okaasan ni hanarete kurashite imasu” 
(Children live apart from their mother) is incorrect, 
so the correct answer is ×, which means に→と “ni 
→ to”. In the experimental group, the 3 students 
who correctly answered × focused on the 
transitivity of the verb 離れる “Hanareru” (apart) 
and answered with 格 “wo kaku” (wo case).  

In the Follow-up class’ Question 1 numbers 5, 
8, and 10, if the subjects in the experimental group 
understood the Indonesian meanings of 挑戦する 
“chousen suru” (challenge), 賛成する “Sanseisuru” 
(agree), and 離れる “Hanareru” (apart), they would 
be able to identify the necessary terms for each verb. 
Although we predicted that the subject would be 
able to find the term, it can be said that the subject 
was still unable to successfully find the necessary 
term from the meaning. This is induced by 

transitive verbs, and the binary verb が “ga”・に 
“ni” is a special verb and is thought to be difficult 
to learn.  

In the follow-up class, test question 2 (questions 
involving case particles), question number 14 had 
the highest frequency of incorrect answers with 14 
students. The item with the second highest 
frequency of incorrect answers was number 15 (5 
students).  

In question number 14, the correct answer for 
田中選手（	 	 ）決勝戦（	 	 ）挑む “Tanaka 
senshu (    ) kesshōsen (    ) idomu” (Tanaka competes 
in the finals) isが “ga” and に “ni”. In this question, 
the verb 挑む “idomu” (compete) was an unfamiliar 
verb to the second-grade subjects, and all incorrect 
answers were が “ga” and を”wo”, guided by the 
transitive nature of the verb. 

In question number 15, the correct answer for
先生が質問するチャンス（	 	 ）学生たち

（	 	 ）与えました  “Sensei ga shitsumon suru 
chansu (    ) gakusei-tachi (   ) ataemashita” (The 
teacher gave the students a chance to ask 
questions) isを “wo” and に “ni”. In this problem, 
there were 5 students who answered in the reverse 
order に  “ni” and を  “wo”. The student was 
confused by the relationship between チャンス 
“chansu” (chance), 学生 “gakusei” (students), and 
与える”ataeru” (give), and inserted the opposite 
case particle.  

Table 15 below shows incorrect answers for 
follow up-class test question 1 number 5 and 
number 10.  

Table 15: Incorrect answers for follow up-class test question 1 number 5 (挑戦する”Chousen suru” (To challenge)) and 
number 10 (離れる “Hanareru” (Apart)). 
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Discussion 

In the experimental class of this research, we tried 
to use the concept of “argument” of verbs to help 
people understand case particles. However, as 
evidenced by the statistical data, no meaningful 
difference could be confirmed between the 
experimental group that learned the concept of 
“argument” and the control group that did not. 

The following are possible reasons why there 
was no meaningful difference between the 
experimental group and the control group. 

This study had the disadvantage that the 
subjects were second-year students and the verbs 
used in the experimental class were too difficult. 
The subjects in the experimental group were able 
to understand the concept of “argument” well, but 
even when verbs with the same meaning were set 
in the test, the subjects were unfamiliar with the 
verbs, so they did not fully understand the meaning, 
which shows the shift of the learner’s limited 
attention to linguistic codes during comprehension 
or production recognition（Long & Robinson, 
1998). Therefore, when considering the necessary 
terms of the verb, it is thought that the transitivity 
of the verb leads to the assumption that verbs that 
require が に”ga ni” and が を “ga wo”. 

In addition, in the experimental group class, we 
practiced grouping verbs in the same category, 
such as ヲ格 “wo kaku” (wo case), 二格 “ni kaku” 
(ni case), and ト格 “to kaku” (to case), into binary 
verbs. The purpose of this exercise is to acquire the 
ability to predict which category term is required 
when there are similar verbs. However, subjects 
did not make predictions based solely on the 
meaning of the verb, but based on context such as 
co-occurring nouns ( 目 的 語  “Mokuteki go” 
(objects)). For example, in the post-class test, for 
the question 赤ちゃんがお母さんの手に握って
いる “Akachan ga okaasan no te ni nigitte iru” (The 
baby is holding the mother’s hand), students 
thought that お母さんの手 (the mother’s hand) 
was the arrival point for 握る”nigiru” (hold), and 
choose 二格 “ni kaku” (ni case) instead of ヲ格 “wo 
kaku” (wo case), and overgeneralization occurred. 
Similar problems also occurred with the verbs ほめ
る ”Homeru” (praise) and いじめる  “Ijimeru” 
(Tease).  

The result that there was no meaningful 
difference between the experimental group and the 
control group may lead us to conclude that there is 
no problem with pattern practice like the control 

group. However, it was confirmed in follow-up 
interviews and follow-up classes that the 
experimental group’s overall performance 
improved by making them aware of 
overgeneralization in follow-up classes, which 
shows it takes time for learners to acquire the 
characteristics of the language (Koyanagi, 2004) 
including acquiring the “argument” of verb. On the 
other hand, although the control group’s post-class 
test results were good, their overall performance 
worsened after the follow-up tasks class. This is 
because, as Kellerman (1985) stated, learners’ 
developmental curves are U-shaped, and there are 
times when their development appears to have 
regressed. 

In future tasks, it will be necessary to look at the 
long-term aspects of the experimental group’s 
exposure to the concept of the verb “argument” in 
class. 
 

CONCLUSION 

This research started from the starting point of 
incorporating the concept of verb “argument” into 
an experimental Focus on Form (FonF) class to see 
the effect on learners’ acquisition of case particles. 
Statistical data based on class test results shows 
that there is not much difference between this trial 
and conventional methods in the short term. 

Based on this, in future research, it is necessary 
to first look at the long-term effects on learners who 
have learned the concept of verb kou “argument”. 
One method is to incorporate the research of 
Maarif (2021), which is the starting point of this 
research. It is necessary to confirm whether the 
knowledge of case particles acquired through the 
concept of “argument” affects the understanding of 
the relationship between inside and outside of 
adnominal modifier clauses. 
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